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Abstract
Paper Dreams focuses on how current state-of-the-art machine learning algorithms
and multi-modal input technologies can be integrated to augment human creativity
and empower a wide range of users. We present a web application that promotes
a highly dynamic, interactive back-and-forth between a human artist and the
Paper Dreams system, incorporating customized machine learning models and
representations to assist the user’s visual expression. The Paper Dreams system
processes the sketch the user generates, “recognizes” what has been drawn, and
creates personalized suggestions for new elements and colors. Papers Dreams aims
to inspire and empower individuals who believe they are not “the creative type”, are
experiencing an artistic block, or are looking to express themselves in new ways.
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Introduction

In today’s highly visual world, it can be frustrating for those who experience reduced motor or artistic
skills, such as children and the elderly, to easily create drawings and illustrations. While art therapy
has been proven to be a beneficial activity for many of these groups[1][2][3], there are relatively few
tools available to support and encourage this medium.
Paper Dreams focuses on the exploration of creativity support tools, its intersection with modern
technology, and the implications of what it means for people to have a tool to support them during
their creative endeavours. The system encourages creative exploration by simulating the experience
of the artist engaging in a dialogue or creative brainstorm session with a fellow artist, suggesting
novel visual elements and color associations to the user based on the current landscape of their sketch.
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System Design

Paper Dreams is a web-based canvas for sketching and storyboarding, with a multi-modal user interface integrated with a texturizer conditional GAN (Pix2PixHD[5]), an eight-layer sketch recognition
CNN (inspired by sketch-A-Net[6]), and a natural language processing library (sense2vec[7]) for
determining relations between objects. The Paper Dreams system currently augments the drawing
experience in three ways: adding textures/colors, suggesting other elements/drawings for the scene,
and introducing serendipity.
2.1

Recognizing Sketches

Paper Dreams responds to user stroke inputs by rapidly performing sketch recognition in addition
to customized coloring/texturizing of the image. The current architecture of the sketch recognition
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Figure 1: a) Paper Dreams setup during pilot studies with middle school students. b) Overall user
interface, with important subsections marked.

model is based on that of Sketch-a-Net, a deep neural network model that beats human recognition
performance by 1.8% on the TU-Berlin dataset (a large-scale benchmark dataset of human-sketched
images). We trained our convolutional neural network on an aggregate dataset comprised of the
TU-Berlin dataset, the Sketchy Dataset, and our own collected dataset of sketches, augmented with
Augmentor[10]. We found that we had a 75% accuracy rate for completed drawings across those 125
classes; however, while we can use our architecture for recognizing incomplete or “partial” sketches,
the resulting labels are often incorrect until enough defining features are drawn.
2.2

Coloring with GANs

Paper Dreams currently implements pix2pixHD’s architecture for the texturizing network, with
minimal changes to NVIDIA’s original algorithmic design. The Paper Dreams system has fifteen
distinct trained texturization models, each encompassing a relevant subset of the classes from Creative
Commons illustrations, downloaded using the library Beautiful Soup [8]. The sketch-identified label
(e.g., "hedgehog") is associated with a model (e.g., "animal"), and then the active user sketch is
processed by that model to return an appropriate texture. Examples of other models include ”plants”,
”buildings”, ”transportation”, and ”fruit.”
2.3

Making connections

Paper Dreams uses sense2vec [9] to extract multiple possible meanings (“senses”) and calculate
cosine similarity values for each pair-wise combination of the classes in our dataset. The serendipity
dial then uses these similarity values to influence the system’s suggestions- if the user turns up the
serendipity, then the suggested colors and concepts would be more unrelated to the current concept.
The user can then include pre-made sketches from a suggested concept to their canvas, with full
control of the size and location of each concept. The serendipity wheel aims to encourage the user
towards further divergent thinking.
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Results and Discussion

We have run two pilot studies on approximately 50 individuals (children and adults) and found
that users have generally found Paper Dreams very engaging and interactive. Nearly all users gave
positive feedback regarding the automatic coloring and related class suggestions, and many users
(approximately 75%) wanted to know whether the application was available for their own devices.
We found that young children quickly began to understand that different stroke patterns and shapes
brought different colors from the texturizing aid, and that children noticed this association as early on
as the second trial of sketching. Adults expressed that the level of suggestions provided by Paper
Dreams allowed them to create connections that wouldn’t have occurred naturally for them.
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Additional Results

During our pilot studies participants used the web-app to create visual work that range from stories, collages and
abstract art. Below are a few examples of content generated by users during the pilot studies.

Figure 2: A screenshot from the storyboard feature as part of the Paper Dreams platform
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Figure 3: Pineapple Rose, named by author

Figure 4: Friendship, named by author

Figure 5: Do you see a whale, name by author
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Figure 6: Jungle dream, named by author

Figure 7: Paper Dream’s Origin of Species, named by author

Figure 8: Untitled 2, named by author
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